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MUSKIES, 'CATS TO BATTLE
Undefeated Xavier Goes For
Fourth Consecutive Win
By JIM ARANDA
News Sports Editor

Now comes the big one, the game the Muskies want tc;
win more than any other. Here's the game that Cinrinnati
fans look forward to each season. This is the game that
could make the year a success or label it a "nice try.
This is the one that counts most.
H
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ULTRA-MO-DERN THEATER
OPENS FIRST SEASON
By JOHN GETZ
News Manacinc Editor

"The University Center Theater is the best in the tri-state area." With these words
Mr. Otto Kvapil, co-director of the Masque Society's first 1965-66 production, anticipated
opening night for both the new theater and-his play, "an evening with e. e. cummings, ..
October 29.
"When I say that our theater is the best and most elaborate in the area, I am not
referring to elaboratehess for the sake of show. Its elaborateness involves no gimmicks:
~t's all solid theatrical equipment designed to provide us with maximum fluidity."
"The theater provides the ultimate in audience comfort," system closely resembling a
itvapil enthused, "with luxurious · telephone switchboard.
•eating for 450 and perfect visiW h e n the technician, T om
bility from every seat. All-season air-conditioning is another Muelleman (who is also the university man directly in charge of
feature for audience comfort."
the theater in all its aspects)
Two 40-foot elevator stages has set his lighting plan on the
project out beyond the reg- board in t h e stage wings, he
ular proscenium arch. When moves to the projection booth
these are lowered lo floor level, behind the balcony at the rear
seals for an additional 55 patrons of the theater. From here he
will be provided around them. switches on the lights at the
These stages descend into a room appropriate time in the play,
directly below, where a scene
The advantage to this system
may be set up and then rise in
its totality into the view of the is th a t viewing the lighting
audience. They also may be used effects from the standpoint of
the audience, the technician is
as orchestra pits.
able to over-ride the originally
Kvapil noted that the turn- set lights if he so desires withtable stage, first in the area, will out leaving the control booth.
be employed in the first play.
"This electronic and transisAnother innovation is the com- torized lighting system will enplete fly system, which is able to
able us to make fairly extensive
pull an entire set up and out of use of the revolving stage. We
sight, completely clearing the
can wing in and out of various
1tage.
points on it simply by altering
Another unique feature of the the lights. The system together
theater ls lts stereophonic sound wit'h the larger stage area will
system, which enables an actor provide a much more believable
talking in his normal tone to be set-up for such situations as soheard at any point in the theater. liliquies than we have had in the
Perhaps the most remarkable past," Kvapil observed.
aspect of the new theater Is its
Kvapil has summed up his
100,000 - watt lighting system, aims in "Why the University
"Our pre-set patch-pattern licht- Theater?" which appears in the
tnc system Is the most modern Masque Society's brochure for
· type of llchting panel In the 1965-66:
:world,' Kvapil said,
"The University Theater must
The lights over the stage are. do that which no other theater
divided into six areas, consisting can do. We must establish a creof six lights each. Each of these ative atmosphere in which young
lights can be turned on inde- actors and actresses can realize
pendently to pinpoint a small their potential. At the same time
area on the stage.
we must present good theater to
Most amazing, however, is the our audience. We are not compre.-set apparatus by which the mitted to commercial remuneralights to be used arc set in ad- tion or mass audience appeal. We
vance by plugging t h e corre- stress a deeper appreciation of
1POnding peg into a board, a literature and the arts. Our Uni•

Tomorrow night the Beareats
of the University of Cincinnati
and the Xavier Musketeers renew their cross-town rivalry at
Nippert Stadium. This is the
twenty-second game in the UCXU series in which Xavier has
won eight times and Cincinnati
thkteen. Last year the rugged
Bearcats and Brig Owens rolled
over the Muskies 35-6. Biles'
boys remember that defeat. It
was a bitter pill to swallow, and
they don't want to take it again.
They won't allow the Cats to
put on a repeat performance.
The "Catch Us If You Can"
Muskies are oft to a roaring start
&his year with three scalps under
their belts in three games. They
have gained confidence in victories over Kent State, Miami,
and Quantico. As Coaeh Biles
pointed out last Friday, the team
has yet to play its best ball. They
have fought bani to erase their
errors, This team has the desire
and spirit of a champion. Some
people are callint" this the best
team in Xavier hlstol'J".
The key to the Xavier attack
Is the passing of QB Carroll
Williams, who has completed 36
passes for 563 y a r d s , Walt
Mainer has gained 59 yards in
18 carries for a 3.3 average. The
XU defense has y i e I d e d 508
yards to the opponents' running
attack and 281 yards via the air
route.
The Bearcats started off' their
1965 campaign with a solid 28-0
victory over the Dayton Flyers.
They dropped the second game
to the Houston Cougars 21-6 in
the Astrodome, and last week
their stout defense sparkled as
they won their first Missouri

MR. OTTO KVAPIL
versity Theater will present theater of all ages,. and all ideas.
"The student, the community,
knowledge-this is Xavier University Theater's commitment."

Musketeer
Editor Named
LARRY McGEE, a senior from
Chicago has been named editor
of the Musketeer, the Xavier
yearbook, for the 1965-66 academic year. The announcement
was made Monday by Dr. Edward
Doering, moderator of the publication. McGee, an English major
with a minor in psychology, u
in the A.B. program.
At the same time Dr. Doering
hinted that this year's Musketeer may mean a "revolutionary"
advancement for the yearbook.
This "extraordinary" change will
make the yearbook "amazingly
better and of fantastically more
value" than in the past, the moderator predicted.

Valley Conference g am c 14-S
over Wichita State.
Trying to replace players like
Brig Owens and Al Nelson is
no easy task. Coach Chuck Studley conservatively described his
view of the '65 season as one of
cautious optimism. "We'll still
move the football but we'll have
to work harder to score," commented Studley at the beginning
of the season,
Big names in the UC lineup
are Bob Taylor, 245 pound All
M.V.C. tackle; Dick Fugere,
senior line-backer who picked
off two Xavier passes in last
year's game ; halfback John
Smedley, a 180-pound senior
from Cincinnati: Walt (Jack)
Rexstis, a hard-running 200pound fullback: and Bill Bailey,
fleet-footed halfback who aver•
aged 6.5 yards per carry last
year.
In sizing up tomorrow night's
contest, Coach Biles said, "We
will have to play our best game
in order to win. We will have t()
improve our performance as we
have done in previous games.
Cincinnati has quite possibly the
best personnel of any team we
will play, They have probably
the biggest defensive line we
will face."
Asked what he thought could
be the decisive factor in the
game, Biles said, "Desire will
play a big part in the outcome.
The team that wants to win
most Saturday night will win.
Both teams want very much t<>
win this game. It's just a matter
of who wants to win most, and
who makes the fewest mistakes.•

Campus- Student Association
Elects New Officers
Have there been times when
you wished that you could really
be a part of Xavier? Have there
been times when you wished
that you could really do something for good old "X"? Have
there been times when you have
had spare moments and wished
that there was something useful
you could do ln t h o s e free
periods? If your answers to one
or all of these questions has been
"yes," then now is a good time
kl learn about the Campus Student Association (CSA).

ot students interested in promoting campus life at XU. They
make themselves available for
jobs that other students will not
do by offering their services to
organizations which promote the
general good, In other words, it
is a manpower organization that
ofl'crs students with spare time
an opportunity to participate in
various functions at Xavier. It is
open to anyone who indicates an
interest and willingness to work
whether they be male or female
in any of the divisions at XU.

Now enterlnt" Its third year at
XU, the CSA Is moderated by
Rev. Georce Curran, S.J. At
their organizational meeting on
Sept. 2t, the lollowiDI' officers
were e I e c t e d and Installed:
President, Jim Hahn 'G'7: Vicepresident, Steve Keefe, '66: Secretary, Lou Rego, '66; Trea.<1urer,
Bill Zouhary '6'7.

THE CSA is also trying to
organize student backing for
athletic events. They want to set
up a committee composed ot
spirited students who w o u 1 d
greet the atheltic teams upon
their return to XU after playin:
"away" games.

The purpose of the CSA, according to Father Curran, is "to
fill out the campus life." As of
now, the CSA largely sponsors
social events such as dances and
concerts. The CSA ia composed

According to Father Curran.
the CSA "has unlimited possibilities, but needs more help."
It is not a matter of whether
the CSA should do it or not, it
is a fact that it must be done
and the CSA wants to do it."
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News Platform For
Progress At Xavier:
"TTuth and Integrity: A Newspaper's Foundation•
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF .......... , .....•.•...•...•........J'!mes Gels
EXECUTIVE EDITOR ...•.. ,,, •• , .• , ...........•.•. Wilham Keck
MANAGING EDITOR .............. , ..••...•••.••••... John Getz
NEWS EDITOR ......... ,,,,,,, ..• , ... ,, .•. , ••.•. , .James Boczar
SPORTS EDITOR ...........•. , •...•....•••..•.... James Aranda
ASSOCIATE EDITOR ............................... Robe~t West
EVENING DIVISION EDITOR ..•••.•....••.••....... Patti Romes
FEATURE EDITOR .........................•.. William Sollmann
COPY EDITOR .... , ............................. Frank Sheppard
CARTOONISTS ....... Marie Bourl!eois, Dan Gardner, Bob Duncan
COLUMNISTS ....................... Jim Luken, Craig Hildebrand
CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER ..• , •...••.....•..••••••. Paul Beckman
CIRCULATION DIRECTOR:.,,, ••••••. , .•.•••••...•.. Dave Long
MODERATOR .......... , .•. , . , , • , . , , • , •. , , •• , . , . Thomas Young
BUSINESS MANAGER .. , ... , ........................ Jack Jetrre
REPORTERS .... , ..... Dave Skiba, John Sanders, Thomas Alter,
Mike Henson, Bob Groeneman, Jack Bulger,
Frank Geppert, Bruce Duffey, Jim Sullivan,
WaJJy Koral, Phil Schmidt, Pete Fitzgerald,
John Bertoni, Jack Egan, Frank Brady, Tom
Broxterman, BiU Tait, Dan Bernhardt.
Published wet>kly during the school year e11eept durinir "•c•&io11 ancl e11a111inatio•
J>•rinds by Xavi.,. UniTersit.y. Hamilton Coanf.y, E•an•ton, Cineinna&i. Ohio 46207.
•2.00 per :rear
Entered as •e<ond cln•• matter October 4, 1946 a& the Post Olice •& Cineinnati,
Chio under the Act of lfarch a, 1679.

e .Realfzatlon "v atudenb fJj
Importance of eztra-curriculiw
activities for • complete educafic>tt.

e Continued attempb to htcreaae student interest in student government thTough bette~
eommunicaUon.
e

Expansion and OTganiwtion

ef the intramural program.

e lnet'eased emphasis on J)eTsonol eontact between stude'"
ettd fuultv.
?p,cl!:M :tN
1=01\. ~

'"ThH1'. ~ Ml.ICM-NI\£~ au~E.

e

~~~- .StCIC&NED wo~t.o.

Re-evaluation of course o.f/-

ninas to meet the demamls oJ
the intteoaed student body.

Bill Keck

Keck Around Campus
Many students that haven't been around Xavier for any length
time might be led into thinking that a Pep-rally on campus is
an innov<1tion brought about this year, or the inverse that we have
always had these rallies. The fact of the matter, however, for the
Jast three years seems to show a peculiar evolution.
There have been times when the ra1Jies were held in t.he Elet
Rall court yard and scheduled at a time when attendance was almost
limited to only the on-campus students. There have also been times
when our team was embarrassed by scheduled pep-rallies at the
Friday night mixers when as few as thirteen people would show up.
Eut at no time in the past three years has the student body b°een
able to exhibit their unified, intensive enthusiasm for our team at
a time and a place convenient to practically everyone. Also, at no
time in the last three years that I can recall, has the general tone
in support of our team been so high as that experienced by those
students who attended the pep-rally last Fraiday al 1 :30 in the
Fieldhouse.
Student Council, with Nell Dechant as athletic chairman of
Council, has finally maneuvered one of the best gatherings that has
hit X.U. in a long. time by setting up that fine go-go raJJy.
There is no doubt in my mind that the "New Xavier" became a
reality when Coach Biles, backed by the team, took the microphone
in front of five hundred cheering Muskies and received one of the
longest and loudest standing ovations that I've ever witnessed here
at X. Those who were there can tell you that the spirit was so thick
that you could cut it. The game Saturday night revealed this spirit
again; our stadium was fillecl with one of the most solid blocks of
wild supporters that has taken those stands in a long time.
There will be another rally today at J :30 in the Fieldhouse and
our team deserves the biggest reception we can give them for the
victory last Saturday night and to show them we're behind them
1o the last man in the upcoming game tomorrow night. 3 ancl O!
Let's go! Beat Cincinnati!
<>f

•

•

•

The next best thing Council has clone this year was to pass a
unanimous resolution urging the Welfare Council to make a one
«:>'clock, early Sunday· morning Mass available to our students.
Although the Welfare Council has let it be known in the past that
they didn't think this type of Mass was needed, the student government brought up the fact of the successful attendance of the A.M.
Mass after Family Day.

•

•

•

BOB MACKEY, president of Gamma Phi Fraternl&,, has anJJounced that Listerman's Cafe wm be the scene of a victory party
Saturday night from 10:00 to 1:30. Included in the $3.00 admission
is free setups, pretzels, chips, and an the beer you can drink. Dates
only.

•

• •

A special note of congratulations goes to the Notre Dame
Seholastle on its 100 year of publication, This weekly magazine,
under the present Editor-in-Chief Job.JI Twohe,, produces one of
the finest news services and truly Jives up to its principle, "an
interest in entertaining the reader,"
It was also observed in paging throu1h the Behelutle that the
irenior class president at ·N.D. was given administration permission
and successfu1ly opened a Senior Bar near campus. Now there is an
idea for the old cafeteria!

•

•

•

•

•

•

Here's sc,mething to try with a Friday night mixer. The trnlwertdty News of Saint Louis trniverslt, has announced that they have
joined the long list of coUeges having J.B.M. dances. It was reported
that sales for their dance were 1reater than ever. About a thousand
r;tuclents were expected. Now that Xavier has joined the computer
age, possibly the girls from the Mount or O.L.C. could accommodate us
The Student Government at Bel, C..... 1Jnhenlt~ has .solved
the prnblem of getting operating funds. As· stated in it8 eampus
paper T•e Crusader, it just taxes each incomin• freshman $10.
Our freshman class should think twice before they eomplain about
buying one of those fine '69 ties; they should al.sG thank heavens our
atudent council didn't think of it 6rst..

Food for Thought
Last week's issue of the News featured
a letter to the editor from a dorm student
frustrated by the "new" cafeteria's Jong,
snail-paced lines and, by contrast, shorter,
11treamJined hours.
We feel that these points are well taken.
While the atmosphere bas radically improved, the food seemed for a while at
last to be nudging slightly toward a step in
the right direction from last year's gastronomic horrors, but first appearances
proved deceiving. Added to this is the
inm·edibJe sJowness of service.
Although some of this slowness may be
justJy attributed to the inexperience of the
staff and their major task of learning the
new equipment, the real problem may wen
lie deeper than this. A student voyaging
with deJays of varying time lengths in acquiring the individual courses of his meal
Perhaps a more alert, eager staff serving
the food could remedy this probJem.
The shortened hours at all meals have
occasioned stm more complaints from
anguished students. Breakfast has been
the chief thorn in the students' sides. The
9 o'clock closing effectively prevents anyone who has an 8:30 class or who wishes
to attend the 8:30 Mass from eating breakfast, unless he wishes to rise at an unnecessarily early and inconvenient hour.
Now it has been learned by News reporters that some consideration of lengthening the hours for lunch and dinner has
been undertaken. This is encouraging, and
we hope that a decision with the .students
in mind wiU be reached, since the students
do support the cafeteria, and it exists only
to serve them.
However, we would ask the de1iberatoni
to alford due considel'ation also to extending the hours for the service of breakfast,
traditiona])y the most important meal of
the day.

A Costly Delay
It happens every year about this time!
The professor will enter bis class, and begin his lecture, only to note that some stu·
dents still are without textbooks. Inquiring
into this situation, the teacher dlscoven
that the fault Jies not with a negligent
student, but is due to the fact that the
Bookstore is "temporarily" out of that particular book.

Now two courses of action are open to
the professor at this point. He can go ahead
with his planned schedule, which would
mean that those without books are at a
great disadvantage. The only other coune

open would be for the prof, to change his
schedule, meaning that the progress of the
class bas been effectively slowed by the
Bookstore's undue conservatism.
Clearly, we believe, the average three
week re-order period is an avoidable hindrance to both teacher and student.

Due Recognition
Kappa, Psi, Xavier's honorary. band fraternity will become a chapter of the nationaJ band fraternity, Kappa Kappa Psi,
tomorrow when members of the UC chapter perform the initiation ceremony.
The stated purpose of this fraternity is
to raise the quality both of musiciam;hip
and scholarship in the band.
The News would Jike to take this o,pportunity to commend the Marching Mns.kies
on another of their fine contributions to
Xavier University.
The Band has come a long way m11ler
the direction of Mr. Constantine F. Soriano,
and we are sure that greater strides <~an
now be taken under the influence of the
new fraternity.

Lest We Forget
Tn the heart of one of Cincinnati's lowest income neighborhoods stands an old
red buiJding, once a neighborhood schoooJ.
Today that bui1c1ing is making headline!l,
for it is now the often discussed DePorres
Center.
Thanks to a tirele89 priest with a forword-lookfng program and the cooperation of such people as the bowling aney
proprietor who is making partners out of
interested DePorres members, the futul'e
offers a glimmer of hope to young area
residents.
Our headline story of last week dealt
with the role Xavier students can play ill
this vital operation.
No doubt, many readers noted the article
and decided that "maybe next semester,
when I have more time, I'll Jook into that."
The sad moral to this story is that by
the time next semester arrives, the student wJJI have completely forgotten his
· resolution, tor it is so easy to forget. It je
so easy to drive past the Center and its
changeless surroundings, and then to speed
quickly on past those new ultra-modern
buildings so few blocks away.. How, ~1uickly
this erases the image of poverty from our
m~~

I

But Dr. Anderson'& Volunteers are those
men wbo remember. Js Jt asking too.much
of any student to .1oin wUb them tor three

lloun a weekt

·
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Letters· to~.the

Editor·~

' '/;Jean Defends Parking Raise;
Cites Role of Dad's Club
; , TO 1'IlE EDITOR OF TUI!: NE\VS:

... . May I present a few thoughts
., ,to .. a11swer objections raised in.
your October 1 editorial, "Double
or Nothing," which concerns itself with the raising of parking
""sticker fees from $5.00 lo $10.00
····a year.
' · .. · Tl'Ue, this summer's $110,000
development includes the playing fields that are being dcvel··· • oped in . the overall project. It
might be estimated, however,
that the parking development is
costing at least 70% of this total.
'T h e macadam surface on the
' · p'arkini area ·alone cost $47;000.
It is conservative to estimate
that the rest of the parking lot
•'t expenses came to $33,000, just
•., for this summer's development.
Not included in the $110,000
ftgure, incidentally, is the cost
oC the land itself on which the
student parking lot is located,
$_15,000.

: The editorial complains that
'. ..._.: •. there are no plans for ex. panding the facilities •.." One
of the main purposes of the pres.· .. 'ent development Js to be in a
•· position to expand parking fa, cilities. Such plans do exist.
What has become of parking
revenues in past years? Parking
•· 1 sticker
revenue amounted to
,. $2,256.50 in 1964-85; 2,544.50 in

1963-64; $2,278.00 in
$2,013.00 in 1961-62.

1962-63;

These
amounts, even if taken back
over a period of many years,
would not begin to pay for past
expenses of the parking lot. For
example, in June, 1963, $14,361.48
was spent to resurface the area.
in question for student parking.
The students a re receiving,
therefore, not only what they
have paid for in parking lots, but
a great deal more. Fees for student parking will not begin to
pay student parking development
costs, even at $10 a student sticker. May I suggest that the News
explain that the difference is
being picked up by the Dad's
Club. A note of thanks might be
in order.
Sincerely yours,
P. H. Ratterman, S.J.

Editor's Note: We do thank the
Dad's Club for their financial
help 118 we're sure the whole student body does.
May we suggest though, Fath.;·
er, that instead of merely planning for future development,
t'evenue could be gained at the
present time by expanding the
lot to its full capacity. We're certain that an those who commute
to school would agree that there
remains a dire need for more
parking facilities.

Seeks to Awaken Frosh
'J.'O 'l'Hlt EDITOR

~I!'

THE NEWS:

The freshman Class of 1969 at
University has been pres. ' ent ' at this Institution for ap' · ~roximately four weeks. Within
. this great span or time those
' "Men," as they should now be
oalled, are no longer "the boys
ft·om high school." They are now
men accepting the responsibility
of improving themselves intellectually, morally, physically,
'and socially. They are accepting this responsibility in various
manners. However, some a re
concentrating more on one im. · provement and neglecting the
pthers. This is not right. Harmony in all four fields should be
·sought as the ideal. However,
freshmen should realize that intellectual improvement is their
main concern as college students.
This means settling down to long
hours of concentrated study and
minute hours of leisure. Xavier
needs this type of man-the man
··'who will make Xavier his cen;" -tral concern for all his under' ·graduate college career. He will
" ·carry the tradition and attitudes
· • of Xavier into the future and
also will set the standards and
models which can challenge up.coming Xavier students.
~a vier

•',.

willingness to accept authority
and prove to the onlooker (upperclassmen) that you can be a
mature Muskie.
Now to the most inftucncing
factor to the college freshmenSOCIALIZING. The idea of socializing to incoming freshmen is
made a reality and a necessity
by the examples of the upperclassmen. Here at Xavier we
have some of the most outstanding young men from excellent
high s ch o o I s throughout the
country. They ·have come to college for a liberal education.
However, they are led astray by
the upperclassmen who manage
to stay in school by exerting
minimal effort.
These "big ones" compensate to
the freshmen for their misguidance by the presentation of a
more glamorous picture of college. For example: THE MUG,
Our Lady of Cincinnati, THE
TALLY-HO, the good ladies of
Good Sam and, of course, DANA
GARDENS. How can a fellow
refuse such beauty? He needs
something to bring back home
to the gang. We see the destiny
of the young man who is going
to make his college career a time
for dating· and beering. Let us
hope that he becomes aware in
time. The solution is within himself; if he cannot begin to realize this is XAVIER UNIVERSITY and not the BEST HIGH
SCHOOL, then I say to him
goodbye. He is not what we want
within our society of seekers.

•· ' What of the other aspects,
· ' such as morals? What effect do
' · the Xavier morals have upon the
·. • young man just out of high
school? Does the young man accept the concupiscence of the
college morals or the irascriblc!' ness of human weakness? If this
young guy is truly concerned
I am an elderly freshman and
'.about his complete education in
1
, mind and spirit, then he is cer- am dedicated to my education
, .\ainly willing to accept the mor- 90% of the conscious day. The
als set so wisely by Xavier. These other 10% is dedicated to the
1
"
are generally cited to us in our maintaining of stability and con· Xavier code of leadership pamph- tact with my society. Difficulty
:let, distributed to all freshmen will arise when this 10% begins
as the signpost of what is to be to increase. I believe the indi, vidual that survives is the one
the honorable Xavier man.
suppresses the desire to let
". , . , I do not aftlnn the idea that who
the 10% increase. If you have
this code is not a difficult one to not suppressed your 10%, it is
~:' ··maintain but I do ask why .it time that you begin. To the fresh' '·ls issued. Is the orderly world man of '69: take time to realize
dictating a code for the upcom- now-AWAKEN!
' · ing generation? To accept such
Clarence E. Mitchell, '69.
•i
·strict rules fa to exhibit one'•
:

,,,.

Pase Three

"Restore Xavier Image"
TO 1'ffE EDITOR

0~'

'l'llE NEWS:

· We have now completed our
thil'd week of school, and our
fourth week here on campus,
dul'ing which time we have become very much a part of the
University way of life.
As the Class of 1969, ·we bold
distinction of being the large~t
class ever at Xavier University.
What is even more important,
however, is that we possess an
abundance of ability and potential rarely exhibited by any
freshmen class in the past few
years. As such, through the years
the image of Xavier University
and the Xavier man has slowly
-deteriorated in the eyes of many
people.
The Xavier man, as described
in our Xavier handbook, is rarely
seen nowadays. No longer does
the world stand back and take
notice when a student says, "I
attend Xavier University.'' This
phrase, it seems, is no longer a
mark of distinction; to most pco-

President
Explains
Selections
TO TUE IWITOR 01!' THE NEWS:

October 4, 1965.
I failed to see exactly what
you were driving at in your editorial, "A Point of Law." If your
criticism was directed toward
the committee system of government, I feel it was unjustified.
No governing body can hope to
draft proper legislation without
some 'prior work done. I speak
now of a governing body and
not a judicial court.
However, in the editorial you
implied that I rubberstamped
that committee in order to produce legislation I desired. As a
matter of fact, this was not the
case. I did not appoint that committee. I asked for volunteers
from Council. Five men from
Council volunteered, and these
five I chose. There was no at•
tempt made to "pack" the committee. A constitutional reform
cannot pt·oceed without the twothirds approval of Council. Given the majority necessary, I
think it can be safely said that
any legislation passed will express the consensus of the entire
Council, and, as a corollary, the
student body. Again, I left room
for two non-Council appointees
so that some representation outside of Council could be heard.
As a fui·ther point, I made it
clear dul'ing that Council meeting that the committee hearings
would not be a closed affair. The
times when the committee meets
will be posted on the activities
board, and any student or Councilman would be more than welcome to attend and offer suggestions.
Sincerely yours,
William Jeremiah,
President, Student Council.

Dormie Attacks
Caf. Policies
TO 'l'UF. EDITOR OF TJIF. NEWS:

I have just returned from the
cafeteria and I am impressed by
sevL'!'al things. A patrolman is
inside the door checking student
a t ti 1· e. This man apparently
came in coat and tie, but his
coat is now hanging in the glass
of an outside door from the automatic c 1 o s in g apparatus. It
really looks much Jess refined
than a college boy without socks.
Much worse than this typical
incident is the actual cafeteria
service. The serving t ~ me for
dinner is only an hour and a half
and the evening service started
ten minutes late. I followed no
more than twenty-five students
and I found the 1ilverware tra711

plc it has lost ils most honored
meaning.
Once we wet·e respected men
of a well-known university; now
wc are s!ill attending a wcllknown university, but the Xavier
student has lost his title of distinction.
It will not be easy to restore
the lost image of the Xavier man,
but it can be done, and we as a
class must begin this year. We
are faced with the challenge of
remaining dormant during our
stay here at Xavier, or of renewing an image and tradition
of the past.
The challenge has been pre~
sented; the potential to overcome
the obstacles which that challenge creates is present; now it
remains for us, the Class of 1969,
.to exploit our potential to the
fullest, and to accept and overcome this challenge, once again
restoring the image of the Xavier
man.
Alvin C. Gay,
Class of '69.
empty and no iced tea. Both
lines were as long as lines were
in the Red Building, and showed
no sign of shot·tening with only
an hour of service time remaining.
The actual University Center,
not designed fo1· students, is very
impressive. Although inadequate
in its first week of operation the
building itself offers X a v i e r
much to be pmud of. A little
organization (which may come
with expel'ience) w o u 1 d go a
long way in putting service on
the same plane with the decor.
Perhaps the man with his coat
in the door could be more useful
upstairs.
Pat Howard,
Brockman Hall.

Wants to Hear
Fr. O'Connor
TO TIIE EDITOR OF THE NEWS:

Last week on Wednesday, the
student body attended the annual "Mass of the Holy Spirit."
As is the custom at this Mass, a
special speaker addressed t h e
students. Throughout the yeat',
several such functions are held,
all of which have a guest speaker. Never has Fr. O'Connor, the
President of Xavier, been the
guest speaker. I, as most of the
students, would appreciate the
opportunity to listen to Father
speak. With a man like Father
O'Connor here on campus, an
out of town speaker is not really
necessa1·y.

Econon1ics Club
1-Iosts Speakel"s
At the first meeting of the
1965-66 academic year, lhc Eco-

nomics Club will host Dr. George
A. Wing and Col. Jesse H. Bl'own,
speaking on graduate school and
job placement respcclively. The
meeting will be held October t()
at 7:30 1>.m. in the Cash Confel'cnce Room of the Logan Building. Dt'. Joseph Link will cmccc.
Each month Uie club invites
one or more expert economist~
from the \'arious fields of government, business and industry
to speak. Al their second meet•
in!:', a national fi'{ure from Wa~h
inirton, D.C. will speak on lhe
topic, "Viet Nam and the U. S.
Economic Policy." The third
mcetinir will feature a dinner as
well as the- usual iruest speaker.
The club, which h o I d s sevea
meetinrs a year, includinl:' lw•
free dinner meetlni:-s. enjoys the
best attendance or an:r club oa
campus.
According to its members, it
is the most pt·oductive gl'oup on
cam1>us inasmuch as it helps the
student decide on his future,
Students come into close contact with their teachers outside
the classroom and establish relationships with people in business, government. and labor. Average students can come to know
some of the more competent honors course majors and athletes,
profiting by the s c contacts.
Keener interest in studies is generated by discussion of practical
applications of each guest lectul'e pl'esentation. Many mediocre students have been inspired
to do better by active participation in the club.
Officers for the year are: Jim
Stofko, president; Bill Bobo,
vice-president; Bill Hagen, treas•
urer; Pete Collins, recording secretary; and Roger Von Vlcek,
corresponding secretary.
During the past week more
Americans read the XU News
than the New York Times. We
hope to continue our circulation
superiority in weeks to come,

ORDER

YOUR
RING
NOWI

Sincerely yours,
Norm Napiet'.

Proctors Get
Honie Rule
The members of the Xavier
University Residence Hall staff
for the 1965-66 academic year
took part in a unique program
that initiated the transfer of
dormito1·y regulation in to the
hands of student personnel.

YOUR
GRADUATION
RING

For three days, September 1013, all 24 members met and outlined the many problems that
they would encounter throughout the year.

the most respected
symbol of your
educational
achievement.

The idea for the program was
conceived and organized by Rev.
PatrickH. Rattet·man, S.J. Father
Ratterman augmented the group
discussion by arranging highly
informative meetings with the
heads of key service departments
and organizations at Xavier.

(All Rings lOk Yellow Cold)

A Jesuit rector lives in each
of the residence halls, but he is
completely free from any disciplinary functions. These are the
responsibility of the student staff
alone.

SJntltetic Blue Spinel Stones :

Men's Heavy, Closed Back ... $36.50
Men's Medium, Open Back •. $32.50
*Ladies' Miniature,
Closed Back .• , •••.••. $26.00
•Ladles' Miniature available with genuine Di11mond. Write for Special
Quotation •

Place your order at

Xavier University
Book Store
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MUSKIE STREAK REACHES THREE
Q.uantico, who played as well
in the second half as Xavier did
in the first, was frustrated by
some sloppy ball handling, which
resulted in a recovered fumble
for Xavier, and three intercepted
passes by alert defensive secondaries.

Leathe1·necks
D11mped 28-12

As Rally Fails
R3· Jll\l SULLlV AN
News S1101·ts Reporter

The Muskies rolled on to their
third consecutive victory with
no defeats as they stormed the
Quantico Marines, 28-12, last
Saturday night in their second
home game of the season.
The game, played on an excellent field in comfo1·table 60-degrec weather, proved to be a seesaw event with quarterback Carroll Williams and the Muskies
clominaling the play in the first
half while a rejuvenated Marine
squad helcl sway in the second
half.
Xavier, taking t.he opening
kickoff, passed and ran down
field in 11 plays to score the
first touchdown amid the thunderous cheers of the enthusiastic
fans. Williams, aided by some
excellent clutch blocking from
alert linemen, completed some
tliflicult ''must" plays to keep the
initial drive alive. Chief among
these was the desperation pass
to Walt l\fainer from the onrushcd Williams made possible
by the key block thrown by sopb
Ken Zuk.
The hungry Muskies quickly
squelchecl Quantico's illusions of
a powerful ground-gaining unit
by allowing them only six yards
fa three downs, forcing them to
punt.
It then took Williams and
Company only seven downs to
go the 69 yarcls for. the score,
putting X(lvier aheacl 14-0 in the
first ten minutes, as Dankel scored his second extra point of the
night. Highlight of the clrive was
a 45 - yard Williams-to-Stofko

TOM QUINLAN snagged two
foreign passes, taking the second one 61 yards from the Xavier 39 to the Quantico goal, racking up six more points and
wrapping up the game for Xavier. Abramowicz hauled in the
conversion pass for two more,
freezing the score at 28-12.

So What Else ls New?

to 16 with
this cateh in Saturday night's game with Quantico. Marine defenders
are Tom Holden (67) and Steve Szabo (47.)
END JIM STOFKO ran his team-leading reception total

combination, setting the ball on
the Quantico two yard 1 in e •
Williams quickly rifled his second touchdown pass of the young
game to junior end Dan Abramowicz.
Early in the second quarter,
Quantico began to get the feel of
the football and marched · 59
yards only to be held by Xavier
on their seven-yard line. All was
fine until the officials declared
that a holding penalty was to be
assessed against Xavier. Quantico, given new life in a first ancl
goal-to-go situation, stumbled
over the line for their first score.
The conversion proved to be wide
and Xavier led 14-6.
After the kickoff, Williams'
first pass attempt was intercepted by Quantico only to be recovered by c1uick Bill Brummer
two plays later as quarterback
Cotten fumbled on the Xavier 43.
Xavier, in possession of the

By JIM ARANDA
News Sports Editor
The Sophomore .Class of 1968 unveiled their victory bell at last
Friclay's pep rally, and the Muskies christened the bronze beauty with
a victory over the Marines Saturday night. We salute the Class of
'68 for a fine contribution to Xavier athletics. . . . Ray Baldwin,
Xavier trainer since 1947, said this about the 1965 Muskies before
the Miami game: "This is a well-disciplined team. They listen to the
coaches. If this club gets by Miami, I'd be willing to compare them
to that great 1949 team." The '49 Xavier team had a 10-1 season,
inclucling a 33-12 win c.ver Arizona State in the Salad Bowl. • • •
Encl Dan Abramowicz has snagged 32 passes in his Xavier career
thus far. Three more wili" tie him with Terry Meyer, '56-'58, for
fifth place on the all-time list. . • . Xavier is the only undefeated
major college football team in the state of Ohio, and the only major
Catholic college eleven still unbeaten, after Notre Dame's 25-21 Joss
to Purdue .... Former Xavier lineman Mitch Dudek, '62-'64, is curarently on the New York Jets "taxi sqaud" along with Heisman
Trophy winner John Huarte. • . . The World Series opened Wednesday, October 6, at Bloomington, Minnesota. The first World
Series, between the Boston Americans and the Pittsburg Nationals,
began on October 1 in 1903 at Boston. The nine-game series was
taken by the Americans, five games to three .••. Dr. Emil Havaeh,
chiropodist and head trainer for Lehigh University in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, has devised a football shoe wi~ .a %" high heel for
slow-pulling guards and sluggish fullbacks. "The heels," he! said,
"will help players assume a proper stance and overcome what is
known as 'short-heel-coordination'.'' • • . Barry McKnight, U. of
Pittsburgh fullback, described the thrill of delivering a crunching
block this way: "Sometimes I remain on the ground and look at the
guy I blocked. It's the same as shining. your own shoes: you keep
looking at them." • • • The Xavier University freshmen football
team opcried its season last night at Dayton. The team's· first homegame wHl be Thursday, October 14 at 3:00 p.m., when the LitUe
Muskies play host to Ohio University.• , •
WHERE THEY ARE THIS WEEK: Miami (1-2) at Kent State
(2-1); Quantico (0-2) plays Marshall; Xavier (3-0) at Cincinnati
(2-1); Ohio U. (0-3) at Toledo (2-1); Chattanooga (2-0-J) plays
Anburn; Villanova (0-2) at Washington State; Dayton (0-3) at
Louisville; Colorado State at Texas We:.tern (3-0). See you uex&
week.

ball for 15 downs, proved unable
t<J put the pigskin over the goal
as a feigned field goal pass play
proved ineffective.

Quantico themselves diverted
the flight of a Chimenti pass immediately after Pelligrini intercepted but to no avail as the
clock soon ran out, leaving the
Musketeers undefeated and untied as they a n ti c i p a t e the
twenty-second mee.ting with the
University of Cincinnati Bear. cats tomorrow night.
·

XU-UC Series

1918-Cincinnati 12, Xavier t
Slunish Quantico was forced
to punt arain after only four 1942-Cincinnati 9, Xavier 0
downs, giving Xavier the ball on 1946-Cincinnati 39, Xavier t
their own 38. After short caina · 1947-Cincinnati 27, Xavier 25
by Brown and Mainer, Williams, 1948-Xavfer 13, Cincinnati '1
1949-Xavier 20, Cincinnati 14
In danger of beinc thrown for a
1950--Cincinnati 33, Xavier 20
Jos.,, maneuvered bis way C3
1951-Xavler
26, Cincinnati 0
yards to the Quantico 18. From
there be nailed Stofko In the 1952-Cincinnati 20, Xavier 13
1953-Cincinnati 20, Xavier 6
end zone for six more points. An
1954-Cincinnati
33, Xavier 0
inaecurate s n a p to ChlmenU.
1955-Xavier 37, Cincinnati 0
forced him to get off a hurried
1956-Xavier 34, Cincinnati 14
pass which fell short of the in1957-Cincinnati 23, Xavier 14
tended receiver. The score stood
1958-Cincinnati 14, Xavier 8
20~6 with eight seconds in the
1959-Cincinnati 28; Xavier 0
first half remaining,
1960-Xavier 5, Cincinnati 0
The second half proved to be a
1961-Xavier 17, Cincinnati 12
bit more rugged as Xavier was 1962-Xavier 7, Cincinnati 6
forced to punt the first of four
1963-Cincinnati 35, Xavier 22
times and had difficulty finding
1964-Cincinnati 35, Xavier 6
open holes in the line or open
receivers down field.
Xavier was unable to penetrate the strengthened Quantico
pass defense, with Williams connecting on only one of five at-tempts. The one completion did
go for two points in the final
quarter.
Highlights of the hard-fought
second half was a penalty-ladell
drive by Quantico to score their
second and last touchdown of
the evening. The extra point attempt was futile because of an
ineligible Q u an t i c o receiver
down field.
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Scout Squad
Preps Team
Ever wonder how the Xavier
football team prepares to meet
their next opponent? The answer
lies in what Xavier calls the
scout squad, a vital, though
scarcely known part of the team.
After scouting the next week..
opponent, Xavier coaches Ron
Fenik and Phil Morse return
with all the offensive patterns
and defensive alignments that
the Muskies will have to face
the next Saturday. They teach
these plays and defensive forma..
tions to the players on the scout
squad, who then must memorize
them to perfection. Separate
squads are used for offense and
defense. Coach Fenik works with
the defensive platoon while Coacti
Morse drills the offense. Botb
squads try to use players who
are the same height, same weight,
and have the same mannerisms
and techniques as players on the
opposing team. They are made
up primarily of players on the
freshman football team, although
.some varsity personnel are used.
The offensive squad learns the
opposing team's plays from
scouting reports and Co a e1'
Morse's tutoring. They run pla,.
against the Muskie defense, help.
ing them to become familiu
with the direction of blocks an4
pass patterns.
The scout squad deserves
much credit for their behin~
the-scenes work. They play ao
important part in every XU victory. And besides getting the
Muskies ready for the n ext
game, the scout squad gives the
young players a chance to fur..
thcr their knowledge of football
by exposing them to the differ..
ent styles of various teams.

Game goes better refreshed.·
And Coca-Cola gives you that big, bold taste.
'Always just right,
never too sweet ••• refreshes best..
r

thinpgo

b~~th

COke
-·
lattlecl under the euthority et 1'he Coca-Col• Com81nJ llr&
Clnt:i11N1ti Coca-cei. loltliN WGflla C..
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The Sun Bowl? It's 2000 Miles That Way

Sailors Suffer
Severe Setback
THE XAVIER SAILING team
placed a dismal fifth in the Indiana University Invitational Re. gatta held Saturday, October 3
on Lake Lemon in Bloomington.
, Iowa placed first in the final
standings, followed by host Indiana, Wayne State, DePauw,

and Xavier in that order.
Much of the Musketeers' trouble was due to the fact that all
of the sailing was done in a
sloop-rigged (two sails) type of
boat, rather than the conventional collegiate cat-rigged (one
sail) boat. None of the XU skippers at the regatta were familiar
with this type of craft.
The regatta was not without
its bright spots for the Muskies.

Tlie
ENGAGE-ABLES
·go·for

Bopllomore llob Gadla«e, s•lpperinc for his first time ever in
eollegiate eompetition, placed
second in the third race in the
"'A" or upper division series.
Sophomores Jim Gorski and Pat
O'Connor also gained valuable
experience in sailing fiv1: out of
eight races.
Next up for the Xavier sailors
is the Pennell Trophy Regatta
sponsored by 0 hi o Wesleyan,
and to be held this Saturday and
Sunday, October 9 and 10, on
the Scioto River in Columbus,
Ohio. Providing the opposition
will be Detroit, Marquette, Ohio
State, Wayne State, Wooster,
Kent State, and Cincinnati.
The Muskies are hoping to
make it a "Beat the Bearcats
Saturday" as they try to keep
alive their seven-game winning
streak over UC. Coach Steve
Schultz expects to have his team
at full strength for the first time
this season as Tom Grogan will
be sailing in the "A" Division
and Rusty Felter in "B." Commenting on last weekend's results and the outlook for this
weekend, Schultz said that, despite the team's poor showing in
Indiana, the experience gained
by the sophomores would prove
t<> be valuable in future meets.

f Netmen, Notice!

I

Coach Jim Brockhoff wishes to
announce that there will be a
meeting of the tennis team, both
old members and eager rookies,
in the Fieldhouse at 3:45 Friday
afternoon. AU freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors who
want to play varsity tennis are
asked to attend this meeting.
Plans for the coming season will
be discussed.

. ·:E<ee~sa.ke•

Swingline

PdimMEllS
and add 10.

flecting the full brilliance
and beauty of the center diamond • ·• • a perfect gem of
ftawless clarity, fine color and
meticulous modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in the ring
and on the tag is your assurance. of fine quality.
Your very personal Keepsake
is now at your Keepsake
Jeweler's store. Find him in
the yellow pages under
.,Jewelers."

Defensive Player of the Weck:
came true Saturday
defensive back Tom
Quinlan. Late in the fourth quarter, Tom picked off an errant
Qtwntico pass on his own 39
yard line and left the Marines
clutching the air as he raced
61 yards for the score. Quinlan's
alertness removed any doubt
about the outcome of the game
and assured a Muskie victory.
A dream
nlght for

Tom is a two-time letterman
and a stalwart at the defensive
hnlfback position. He made another key interception in Xavjer's opening game with Kent
State.
Quinlan hails from Chicago,
Jllinois, where he attended Mt.
Carmel High School and won
All-City honors. He was selected as Xavier's M o s t Valuable
Back after the 1964 season.

CLIFTON TYPEW'RITER SERVICE
RENTALS-SALES-REPAIRS
PORTABLES - STANDARDS - ELECTRICS
Olympia -

Smith Corona -

Royal -

Remington -

XEROX COPYING SERVICE
Copies .Ma<le While Yori Wait
LOW STUDENT RATES

381-4866

216 W. McMillan St.
~At

Hughes Corner)
Near UC Campus Since 1950

. (2] You have a TOT .-~::::?1
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'·KEEPSAl(E DIAMOND RINGS, SYRACUSE, NEW ·YORK, 13202j

~--------------------------Keepsake Diamonds on Sale at

Herb Kronibholz Jewelers
Silverton, Ohio
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GREGORY'S STEAKS

12'1 E. Sixth St.

Phone 421-6688

Cincinnati, Ohio

Open 7 Days a Week-Monday and Thursday, II a.m. to midnite;
Friday and Saturday, 4 a.rn.; Sunday, II to 10.
CHAR-BROILED

ALL FOR $1.19
FISH for Fridays and Lenten Days
FEATURING OUR MUSKETEER SPECIAL

~~·····
~r

Also, send spedol offer of beautiful +1-paee Bride's Book.

$1.19

Baked Idaho Potato, Garlic French Roll, Chef Salad Bowl with
Roquefort or Choice of Dressing at No Extra Charge,

···~~!;.

(includinl 1000 •l•pln)
wrcer 1ize CUB Deale
St•pler oaly $1.41

I

$1.19

FREE PARKING

12-oz. Slrloln Steak or I-lb. Half Chicken

Tot Stapler

I HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT' AND WEDDING
I Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement
l' and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for only 25-.

Unclerwood
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s~lngliae

8128 Plafn8eld

Offensive Player of the Week:
Scrappy Dan Abramowicz, who
has frequently been d o u b 1 eteamed by Xavier opponents this
year, caught five clutch passes
for the Muskies Saturday night,
which were good for two touchclowns. Dan also snared a pass
in the encl zone to make a twopoint conversion good after XU's
final score.
Early in the game, Abramowicz took a three-yard flip from
Williams to put XU in the scoring column. Six minutes later,
Dan was again in the right place
and caught a two-yarder for the
score.
Abramowicz has caught 14
passes this season for 196 yards .
He leads the Muskies in scoring
with 20 points. Last year the
junior from Steubenville, Ohio
Jed the team in pass receiving
with 18 catches for 257 yards.
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GREG BURGER

s full Ounces of C.round Beef Served
On Toasted Bun with Baked Potato.
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No biuer than • pack of cum-but packa
the punch of • big deal! Refill• •vailable
everywhere. Unconditionally 1uaranteecl.
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Pase Sia

for Homecoming Queen. It hu
also been proposed that other
schools in the Cincinnati area. be
allowed to submit candidate&
This proposal has been br:ougbt
up in previous years only to be
voted down at council. ,

Jim Lu./len

Standing Room Only
Our lovely metro1>olis seems
the victim of a constant stream
of verbal castigation from newcomers to the city. Frequent disapproval lights on the fact that
"Cincinnati is dead." (I quote
any one of our out-of-town students.) So often, it seems that
the student's world of entertainment begins with the seasonal
athletic events and ends at the
Varsity Mug. Before you condemn this column for the rest
of the year, let me make it clear
that, while I take u1> the defense of my home town, I also
can see its shortcomings; the1·efore, I will take sides with you.
Admittedly, there is a problem;
but I believe it lies in misinformation or lack of information
concerning the goings-on around
the Queen City, Assuring you,
then, that I have nothing against
athletics or social drinking, the
S.R.O. column is made available
to you if and when you al'e looking for something a little special
in the line of entertainment.
I am not promising chariot
races, rocket launchings, or the
Beatles; I do promise to enla1·ge
upon my originally assigned
"Fine Arts Column." (May the
editors forgive my breach of the
journalistic code.) W i t h the
aforementioned task of informing you about the happenings
around town, I leave you with
the following example C>f the
column's lack of format.

• • •
Bill Sollman, Xavier's re1>reaentative to the Young Friends
of the Arts, Cincinnati's collegiate organization for the visual
and performing arts, tells me
that the current membership
drive will soon be terminating,
The outstanding benefit offered
to members of the Y.F.A. is the
Shubert Shelf Set card. This card
provides the student with greatly reduced rates (one dollar per
balcony seat) for any tou1'ing
Broadway show. This means, accot'ding to Bill, that should the

student attend only one production, he will have saved his entire membership fee and have
enough change left over for a
couple of steins at the Greenwich
after the show. Judging from the
quality of the productions in the
past, and the outstanding plays
scheduled for this season, you
will ftnd it well worth the twodollar membership charge; Make
all checks and money orders
payable to: The Young Friends
of the Arts, Post Office Box 1872,
Cincinnati. Ohio 45201.

AS a footnote, the next show
at the Shubert, booked for two
weeks beginning October 11, is
entitled LUV. I am sure that di·
rector Mike Nichols will present
us with an evening ripe with the
delightful satire for which he
is famous.

• • •

A next door neighbor to the
Evanston campus brings in one
of the finest singers working in
pop music today. The "Top Shelf"
in Walnut Hills 1>resents Johnny
Hartman, opening tonight and
playing for one week. It is certainly good to have anothe1· night
club in town besides the "Living
Room," which has as its policy
to book top name jazz person·
alities.

• • •
Television now offers m ore
than a romantic escape to the
wild west. With the new TV sets
in the dorms, all equipped with
UHF adaptors, WCE'l"s outstanding programming is available to
most students. The jazz buffs
on campus will want to reserve
Tuesday evening at 8:30 for the
Dave Brubeck quartet. If you've
been assigned to read Macbelll
for a drama course this semester,
or if somewhere there is some•
one who is simply interested in
Shakespeare, WC ET presents
William Devlon in the title role
on Thursday evening at 8:30.

-News (Beckman) PhoCe

Bell Symbol of New Spirit
• • • Cheerleaders Hartlaub and Reardon Ring Out

Sophomore Class Gives Be.II.;
Rings Team to Victory
Xavier's new spirit has taken
on new' momentum with the appearance of the Musketeer Spirit
Bell at last Friday's pep rally.
Donated by the Class of '68,
the bell was made possible by
its tooth brush drive of last
spring. The drive, run by . class
officers Ed Kluska, Jay Moriarity,
Bob Joseph, and Jim Boczar was
procured from Stanley Home
Products by sophomoce B i l l
Maier. The $250.00 proftt realized will also go towards the
purchase of a Musketeer uniform
which will appear in about two
weeks. Bob Joseph explained
that the bell and the unifo1·m

were both obtained so that they
might become "the visible concrete symbols of the new Xavier
spirit." Ed Kluska added that tbe
success of the bell was proven
by the "great contribu~ion" it
made to the October 1st pep rally
and to the cheering section the
following night at the Quantico
game.
Cast with 80% bronze and
20% tin, the 20-inch bell was
made here in Cincinnati by the
Virdon Company. Complete with
a mobile stand, it is inscribed
with the caption, "Donated. to
Xavier University by the Class
of 1968."

Happiness Is ••••
A Homecoming with Donna· Loren
It may be only October Btb,
but the Homecoming Q u e e n
committee is already at work.
It is the hope of Steve Heinen
and Mike Kolesar to live Xavier
University a Homecoming that
will be remembered for years to
come. It is under the . direction
of these two men that the plans
for Homecoming are being nurtured.
THE HOMECOMING DANCE
has been in the planning stages
for many weeks. The efforts of
the committee have been very
successful. Homecoming Dance
this year will be a blend of many
varieties of entertainment. Don.
na Loren, who is publicity director for Dr. Pepper and a sing.
er on Shindig, will head the entertainment. The Buddy Rodgers
Orchestra will provide the music·

An extra added attraction for the
night will be Dale Wrlaht and
the Wright Guys. This lt'OUp will
keep the pa~ rolliq with their·
own b r and of entertainment.
This is the ftrst time that tH
possibility of continuous entertainment has ever been a reality.
The t II e • e tor tlds 7ear'•
Homeeomlac llu 'been ltorrowetl
from aa ou•hle Maree, ......
Charles Selluls'• book Happinesa
Is. B•& It le •It lo 7 • •ea te
provide tile lnceaaH:r an• orld•
naut,. that will make the ftoal8
t1plf11ns tbe XaYler splrlL
Various proposals have been
submitted to the Student· Council concerning the selection of
Homecoming Queen candidates..
There is a bill to include graduate students in the nomination

Complete Char-Broiled Steak Dinner
3.4-LB.

SIRLOIN STEAK -

laked Potato, frencll ltoll, Ciarden Salad

'

SERVING T11E MOST- FROM COAST TO COAST
New York •

Chicage •

Philadelphia •

Louisville •

Sa• fra11cisco

Drink the milk
with the delicious
difference in

taste ...

frencb Bauer
...

fight it.
Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper.
Mistakes don't show. A mis-key completely disappears
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton's Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500·
sheet ream boxes. At Stationer.r Departments.

..

~;~~~~~~l~l

.

Only Eaton .makes ·corrisable~
IATOH PAPER CORPOMTION, PIJ11flll,D. llAIMCHUllTIS

The most
walked about
slacks on
Campus are
HUBBARD
slacks with
.. DACRON''
Great Hubbard styling with
the lasting neatness and
care.free comfort of "D•·
· cron", in these slacks of
55% Dacron• polyester, 45~
worsted wool. Styled in
ditionaf Classic and · Gay
Blade plain front models~
In all the favorite colors1 at
better stores everywhere.
· Also available In blends of
70% Orlon• acrylic, 3°"
worsted wool, or 110acron••
with "Orlon".

t,..

•du Pont

Rec. T.M.

.......
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Homecoming Queen Rules:
Only ~U Girls Qualify ·
Mike Ko 1 es a r, homecoming
q u e e n chairman, Tuesday released rules to be foUowed by
clubs in the nomination and election of queen candidates.
Ba1l0Un1 for the queen Is to
be held Wednesday and Thursday, Oetober 20 and 21, 9:00
a.m.-3:00 p.m., and the top three
1irls will be announced Monday,
October 25.
The queen wlll be announced
at halftime of the homecoming
1ame Saturday, Oetober 30.
The rules are as follows:

• Each eandldate must be enreUed in Xavier University, i.e.,
day . school, Evening Colle1e w
Graduate School.
• Names of candidats, along
with their addresses and telephone numbers, must be submitted to the queens chairman
or to the dean of men's office on
or before Friday, October 15.

l"xll". The photograph must be
turned into the queens chairman
«>r the dean of men's office on or
before Friday, October 15.
• No eandidate will be permitted within 100 feet of the votinl booth during balloting hours.
• No campaign material of any
kind will be permitted within
100 feet of the voting booth at
any time.
Special rules apply to the posting of signs and other campaign
materials. Group queen candidates should obtain a copy of
these rules from the queen chairman.
Campaign starting time is 7:00
a.m., Monday, October 18. All
campaign m a t e r i a 1 must be
taken down and properly disposed of by 6:00 p.m., Thursday,
October 21.

'nle Post-Times-Star has Dale
Stevens; the Enquirer has E. B.
• Each candidate must furnish Radcliffe; but we hav.e J. B. Luher own picture, not to exceed . ken. Read his column weekly in
the XU News.

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
Hll

llODUOIUQ . . . .

EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
Few Blocks North of the Dona

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF DRY BUNDLES
• 4-HOUR SEllVICE •

Graduation Rings
On Sale Now

Patti Romes

Night Life
Last year Mr. Soriano, director
ot the band, suggested tha·t Xavier form a girls' marching unit
comparable to that of the U. C.
Bearktitens. His idea was discussed to some extent in the
Evening Division column of the
Xavier News, but there was little
response from rirls attend.ing the
Evening CoUege. The fact that
so few Evening Division students
11howed an interest in this proposed marching unit was quite
11urprising to a 11 concerned.
However, Mr. Soriano has cerUiinly not abandoned his idea.
Contrary to original plans, the
marching unit will probably be
composed of girls from the local
Catholic coUeges. This includes
O.L.C., Mt. St. Joseph, and maybe VilJa Madonna. Mr. Soriano
had intended it to consist only of
Xavier Evening Division girls.
All Xavier Evening Division
co-eds interested in trying out
for a girls' marching unit to ac-

company the band, please contact one of the officers of the
Evening Division Student Council.
The first official meeting of the
Xavier Evening Division Student
Council will be held Thursday,
October 14, 1965, at 6:15 p.m.,
in the first ftoor meeting room
of Alter Hall. All interested Evening Division students are urged
to attend,
Also, at this meeting a report
will be given by the representative to the regional I. A. E. S. C.
(International Association of
Evening Student Councils) conference at the University of Akron, October 9, 1965. Matters discussed at these I.A.E.S.C. conferences are usually common
problems to most evening colleges. Therefore, the accomplishments of these J.A.E.S.C. meetings have proven to be quite
beneficial for the Xavier Evening
Division.

Mr. John Wintz, director of
the XU ·Bookstore, announced
recently that graduation rings
are now on sale in the Bookstore, located on the ground
level (}f the University Center
Building,
The rings are available to all
seniors and juniors. For price
information, Mr. Wintz suggests
that interested students stop by
and a~k one of the employees,
who wm answer any questions.

RALLY!
Attention, Students!
Bosf.lle Slot• says all shldenifl should be In the Flel•IHHIM: a& 1:30 &oclay. An even
bluer pep rally will be beld
than last week's, and no X1J
confermlst will want to k
left out.. Be prompt. Do your
part. Hdp stamp out 8Hrca'8.

•

Kick the
dull driving habit.
Step out in a lively
Dodge Coronet.

lsn 't it ti

me You joined the 0 d

o ge Rebellion?

HUCKLEIERllY FINN and
Tom Sawyer are easier whe"
yciu let Cliff's Notes be your
guide. Cliff's Notes eKpertly
summarize and e~plain the
plot and characters of more
than 125 major plays and
novels-including Shake·
speare's works. Improve your
understanding-and your
1rades. Call on Cliff's Notes
for help in any
literature course.

125 Titles in all-amon1
them these favorites:
Hamlet • Macbeth • Scarlet Leiter • Tate
11t Two Cities • Moby Dick • Relurn ot the
Native • The Odyssey • Juijus Caesar •
Crime and Punishmenl • 1 he Iliad • Greal
E•peclallons • Huckleberry finn • Mine
Henry IV Part I • Wulherin11 Heighls •Mine
L'!ar • Pride and Prejudice • Lord Jim •
Othello • Gulliver's Travtols • Lord el
the flit•

$1 at your bookseller

~

lllff'S ..... • ·

............ u.. ... -

f"orget all you've seen and heard about '66 cars.
Because Coronet is here • • • sharp, smart and
sassy, the greatest thing from Dodge sine~ Year
One. Loaded with luxury the higher-priced cars
haven't caught onto yet. With a choice of five
engines, each one designed to make the walls of
Dullsville come tumbling down. And with a whole
slew of standard equipment that used to cost
extra. Like an outside rear view mirror. A padded

dash for extra safety. Variable-speed electric
windshield wipers and washers. Backup lights.
Turn signals. Seat belts, two front and two rear.
And, as some extra frosting on the Coronet cake,
a 5-year or 50,000-mile warranty.•
Enough said to get you really tempted? Now
let's get away from the look-alike, drive-alike,
first-cousin cars with Coronet, a car with a lively
personality all its own.

-.1a1•s HOW DODGE'S !1-YlAI, 50,4l0!l·lllU Ell~lllE AllD DllVE TIAlll WAllA!'lY Pl!OTECTS YIU: CllrJ~ Cel!'Oll!IGll
••rrlid1nllJ warrants all of lhe lollowin& vrlal parts of 111 l!Mii Clll lor 5 y1a11 Of 50,000 .mrlts, whrchevor coma first, durrn& whrch trm•
anJ such parlslhat provtd1l1etive in nralerialand workmanship will be flflactd or 11pa111d at a Chrysler Molors·corporalion Authorized
Dealer's PY•• II ltulinns willrclul char1e lor sud• parts., labor: 1n1in1 block, held a,.. inl11nal parts, intake manifold, waler pump,
transmission cau lftd lntlflll,.,.. (11e1pti111 111-I clulcll). 1trqu1 ce11v11111, drift slllll, u11ivlfsal jei11ll, reer a•lt and differential.
and rnr whHl lllarinp.
.
·
•EQUllED llAlllTEllAllCI: 1'11 followin1 mainlHlllCI mvlcn are r1411i11d •!Ider the wa111ntr-cllan1t tllliM eil tVllJ 3 monlhs
er 4 ooo milft, wllichtvt• comes first; replace oil fill11 ""' s-nd oil cha1111· clean carlluretor air filter 1verJ' 111onlhs and 11place ii
veiJ 2 , ..,..and
mo11tllslu1nish evidenceollhis required service lo a clnJsler Molars Corporalion Aulhoriztd Dealer and rtl(utsl
1
ltlnr to Clftitj rlCli.. I sucll tVidlllCI and l•UI e11'1 . . . . Silll... .,..... ,., IUCh ;,.,.,,... proltcliolt.
.

""J'

Join the Dodge Rebellion at your Dodge Dealer's.
- - - - - - - W A T C H '"IHE 808 HOPI CHRYSLER T!ffATRE" WEDNESDAY NIGHTS ON NIC-TV. CHECK YOUR LOCAL L I S l l N G S . - - - - - - -

..
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Pace Elr..

Area High Schools Target
As Jeremiah Asks Model UN
Student council put into effect
by a 9 to 1 vote last week what
might become the news story of
the year.
Council president Bill Jeremiah proposed at that time that
Xavier University host a "Model
United Nations" (MUN) some
time next April.
Having seen a similar program
Jn effect at the University of
Detroit, Jeremiah explained to
News reporters, "The university
offers the framework - the students assume all the various
duties of delegates, just as with
the actual United Nations."
Five agenda items will be
chosen. These will be kept .in a
realistic realm, such as payment
of dues or the admittance of Red
China to the assembly.
"XAVIBR UNIVERSITY will
invite delegates from all high
schools in the Cincinnati area,
Dayton and northern Kentucky,"
stated Jeremiah. "There will
probably be no limit to the number of delegates from each
school. We do hope to get an
approximately e q u a 1 distribu-

tion."
The schools will be sent information concerning what they
must do in preparation. "Around
February or March," continued
Jeremiah, "the schools will be
instructed to begin their caucuses. The various nations will
get together to form their block,
such as the Communist nations
and the Latin American countries."
In mid-March chairmen of
each delegation will meet with
the Secretary General and the
President of the MUN. The parliamentary procedure will be
explained to them at that time.
"The next thing will be the
MUN, which will open on a Friday n i g h t, continue through
Saturday, and be concluded on
Sunday,'' explained Jeremiah.
Delegates will meet both in general assembly sessions and in
committees to discuss agenda
items.

The resolutions will be the
delegates' own. "They will offer
the various amendments to any
Ad Hoc resolution, should we
provide one," he continued. "The
representatives must do the work
themselves. They will be the UN
themselves. There will be general assembly debate on any resolutions that might arise from
the committees. We will abide
by UN procedure as much as
possible."
When confronted by the question, Why?, Jeremiah rep Ii e d,
"The prime motive, in my opinion, is political. The students will
learn the value of a compromise,
they will see just what a compromise is, and they will learn
how to persuade another nation
to their point of view.'•
A l s o in the offing is the
hope that all will come to understand things from an international point of view, rather
than just a nationalistic one explained the council president. ·
BOB J 0 SEP H, sophomore
councilman, s t a t e d that "the
MUN will probably require· more
work than any•other project this
year. If ff is a sucess, Xavier's
i m a g e in the community can
only improve."
Nodding agreement, Jeremiah
concluded, "I'm hoping that this
won't be the first and last time
Xavier offers such a project."

C1·aig Hildebrand

•

Council m Review
· This week, it was . a pleasure
to see the absence of Council's
spontaneous hot air. Councilmen
Bob Joseph and ~om Gravelle
initiated a significant b re a k
through in student - administration communication. . This was
not an accidental result of members giving their usual one hour
a week to Student Council, but
an organized effort planned during the summer months.
This legislation formed a
Standing Committee of the President, establishing an effective
dialogue among the ·Administration, Student Council, and the
students. The committee's membership would be composed of
the four class presidents, the
president of Student Council as
chairman, the dean of . men, a
representative from the academic council, · the · editor-inchief of the Xavier 'News and
hopefully the presid~nt of the
university. The eom~itiee would
meet before the student body at
least once every serilester, and
when the .mem·b·e.rs ·mutually
agree that a campus problem
needs clarification. ·· ·
·
The immediate benefits would
be obvious; it- would be the first
time the administration would
be able to . explain their viewpoint personally to the student
body, replacing the rumors typi•
cal to the past. The traditional
hostile feelings that student government is against the administration would be healed since
both forces would unite forces to
obtair. mutual goals.
"Happiness is?" has a dual
meaning this year. J:t is the
theme of homecoming and the
planned activities of homecom-

ing itself. Indication shows that
this year's homecoming will be
the best since every aspect has
improved. Xavier's football team
is one of the finest in the University's h is t or y •. The ftoats
should be superior to the pre- ·
vious ones since the allocation
of funds has been doubled this
year. Laziness would be the only
possible excuse for a poor float.
The entertainment at the dance
will also have the improved look.
Buddy Rogers will supply the
customary dance band music,
but during the intermission Dale
Wright and the Right Guys will
play r o c k and roll. Another
unique feature at the dance will
be D o n n a Loren of Shindig
fame, giving two half:..hour concerts. The final improvement Is
the presence of ari abstract ingredient called "school spirit" - :
which is the. key to any succes1f~l un,i.v:enity event. . .
Friday; October II, ·there Ja
going to be another pep rally · at
.l :30 p.m. in the Fieldhouse
:which · needs you; · In talking to
some of the football players,
they emphasized the morale lift
that last week's rally had on the
team; and· how important the
continued support of the student body is on the team's suceess. Xavier's winning ways are
no accident; they are due to the
fine quality of . player combined
with team spirit and the knowledge that the students are behind them all the way.
In an effort to increase the
student's knowledge of Council's
activities and powers, interested
students . are asked to submit
questions that will be answered
in this column.

WE MAKE OUR
DOUCH FRESH DAILY

~

Press-Free
Post-Grads

The tar• are the 111me I
The price is the
difference r

OHIO

(Same Insurance Coverage)

WE DELIVER

24 Hr. Day

Per Mile
•Buy onlr lilt . .
rou use.

DRIVERS MUST BE Zl YEARS OF AGE
Free Pick- Up and Dellve~ at AU Hotels and Airports!

Budget Rent-A-Car -Call 241-8134
123 W. 6th St.

•

can ever
wrinkle

h.i.s

l~

RENT·A-~llR

$

Neither rain
nor snow
nor heat
nor Liz

Lobby Parkade Garage

HOT FOOi
HOT

11•

FAST

IN HEATED CARTS

PHONE

731-8200

All the Pl::a.m
You Can Eat

•1·•
FOa

Nothing puts a crease In
these pants where a crease
doesn't belong. They hold
their crisp, neat look hour
after hour. No matter how
often they get washed, they
never, ever need ironing.
Trimly tapered with.belt
loops and cuffs. Colors and
fabrics for casual and dress
1wear. 65% Dacron• polyester/ 35% cotton, $6.98. Flannels, hopsacking, reverse
twists, Acrilan•acrylic, $7.98.
(Slightly higher in the West.)

.;

H.l.S. Strl11 Now 1t Two Loatfo•:

745 SWIFTON CENTER
and WESTERN VILLACE
CAcrm " - w... Hill Piiat

